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Champions League Premiere for TSG 1899 Hoffenheim! Liga Travel handled all the travel 
management for the group phase‘s away matches in Kharkiv, Lyon and Manchester, using their 
expertise in international top-class sport to look after the professional team, U19 players, 
delegation members, external and in-house TSG media as well as club staff. Liga Travel also orga-
nized an incentive trip to Lyon and Manchester for sponsors.

The draw for the group phase in August 2018 
officially kicked off the travel planning. Within two 
weeks, Liga Travel had organized the extensive 
trip, including hotels, transfers, restaurants and 
training ground, for the first away match against 
Shakhtar Donetsk in Kharkiv. They also booked the 
appropriate flights for all the travelers with carriers 
in eastern Ukraine, drawing on their comprehensi-
ve experience and international network.

At the same time, staff were already planning the 
travel to the next away matches in Lyon and 
Manchester. 

Coordinating significant service providers and site 
inspections in all three cities was a key factor in 
being able to select the best providers capable of 
meeting professional sport‘s high expectations.
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RELIABLE TRAVEL AND LOGISTICS  
MANAGEMENT THROUGHOUT EUROPE

Thanks to their many years of experience and expertise 
in international professional travel, Liga Travel organized 
three successful trips to the away matches.

Services at a glance
 ▪ An advance trip, with site inspections of hotels, 

restaurants and training ground
 ▪ Obtaining quotations and booking four charter flights, 

handling all the details for the outbound and return 
flight

 ▪ Booking group flights
 ▪ Checking entry requirements
 ▪ Arranging health insurance
 ▪ Booking hotel rooms for all travel groups, briefing 

hotels prior to travelers‘ arrival, ensuring team-specific 
requirements fulfilled

 ▪ Organizing sponsor trips to Lyon and Manchester 
including hotels, restaurant visits, city tours on match 
day, including guided tours and visits, welcome 
reception and after-match snack in the hotel

 ▪ Preparing and organizing media trips
 ▪ Coordinating transfers for all the travel groups
 ▪ Providing support on the ground for all the travelers
 ▪ Invitation and attendee management
 ▪ Providing information on visa conditions for all the 

travelers, advice and support relating to visa applica-
tion for players

 ▪ Handling client billing for all the traveler groups
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